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This paper presents equations for the inverse of a Clifford number in Clifford algebras of up to five dimensions.
In presenting these, there are also presented formulas for the determinant and adjugate of a general Clifford
number of up to five dimensions, matching the determinant and adjugate of the matrix representations of the
algebra. These equations are independent of the metric used.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Clifford algebra is one of the more useful math tools
for modeling and analysis of geometric relations and ori-
entations. The algebra is structured as the sum of a
scalar term plus terms of anticommuting products of vec-
tors. The algebra itself is independent of the basis used
for computations, and only depends on the grades of
the r-vector parts and their relative orientations. It is
this implementation (demonstrated via the standard or-
thonormal representation) that will be used in the proofs.
Inverses of Clifford numbers in 3–dimensions
and higher have been computed by using matrix
representations2, since self-contained Clifford algebra
formulations for these inverses have been missing. This
paper presents general inverse expressions in Clifford
algebras of up to 5–dimensions.
A. Clifford Algebra Basics1
The Clifford algebra of d-dimensions, Gd, is an ex-
tended vector algebra over the real (or complex) num-
bers. The algebraic representation can be generated by
the orthonormal bases vectors {ei, i = 1, ..., d} of the reg-
ular vector space Vd. For a vector space with a diagonal
metric {g11, g22, . . . , gdd}, the Clifford product of the ba-
sis 1-vectors satisfy the fundamental product relation:
eiej = ei · ej + ei ∧ ej = gijδi j + eij (1)
Where the inner-product, ei · ej , commutes and matches
the standard inner-product of two vectors. The discus-
sion here is for a diagonal metric, although the equations
can be generalized to non-diagonal metrics.
The outer-product of two 1-vectors anticommute:
ei∧ej = −ej∧ei, and is non-zero for i 6=j. The additional
elements of the basis for Gd are generated by the sub-
sequent outer-products of the ei basis vectors. As an
example, e12 = e1e2 = e1∧e2 is one of the grade-2 basis
elements, or 2-basis. The number of ei in a general ba-
sis element after reduction in the product is defined as
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the grade. The possible grades are from the grade-zero
scalar and grade-1 vector elements, up to the grade-(d−1)
pseudovector and grade-d pseudoscalar, where d is the di-
mension of Gd.
Structurally, using the 1–dimensional ei’s, or 1-basis,
to represent Gd involves manipulating the products in
each term of a Clifford number by using the anticom-
muting part of the Clifford product to move the 1-basis
ei parts around in the product, as well as using the inner-
product to eliminate the ei pairs with their metric equiv-
alent, so that one is left with terms of Clifford products of
unique ei’s. Table (I) lists the additional r-basis elements
for each subsequent dimension after the zero-dimensional
G0 scalar element, here given the label e0 with the under-
standing that e0 = 1. Counting the basis in the Table (I),
a Clifford algebra of dimension d has 2d unique r-basis
elements.
A general Clifford algebra element is referred to as a
Clifford number or a multivector, and can be written as a
sum of the r-basis elements from Table (I) with real (com-
plex) coefficients. From this representation, a Clifford
number can be separated into a sum of various grades.
The sum of the components of a specific grade-n is then
called an n-vector. The n-vector parts are written as the
sum of its n-basis components, Xi...ei..., which will be
referred to as its r-components. It is these r-components
and their corresponding products that form the founda-
tion of the proofs and discussions to follow.
Additionally, one can also distinguish an n-blade as an
n-vector for which there exists an alternative basis with
basis-element e′i... in which the n-vector can be written as
one term xe′i.... Alternatively, for a given n-vector Xn, if
there is a single basis element ei... for which ei...Xn results
in a 1-vector, then the n-vector Xn is also an n-blade.
This is because, via linear algebra, any combination of
1-vectors is also a 1-blade. Pseudovectors and pseudo-
scalars can be referred to as blades, while scalars are not
since scalars have no basis. For all other non-zero grades,
an n-vector is generally not an n-blade.
For example, in 4–dimensions, the 2-vectors can
be separated into two different 2-blades: the space
2-blade (xe23 + ye13+ ze12) and the time 2-blade
(ue14+ ve24+we34) used for rotations and boosts in Spe-
cial Relativity. Here, the space 2-blade times e123 results
in a 1-vector, while the time part requires multiplication
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TABLE I. Standard r-Basis Elements
dim grade-1 grade-2 grade-3 grade-4 grade-5 #basis
0 e0
(†) 1
1 e1 2
2 e2 e12 4
3 e3 e13,e23 e123 8
4 e4 e14,e24 e124,e134 e1234 16
e34 e234
5 e5 e15,e25 e125,e135 e1235,e1245 e12345 32
e35,e45 e145,e235 e1345,e2345
e245,e345
(†)The scalar element, e0=1, is grade-zero.
by e4 to show it is a 2-blade. In 2 and 3–dimensions, the
2-vectors are pseudoscalars and pseudovectors, respec-
tively, and are therefore 2-blades. Blades will be impor-
tant in the special-case determinants discussed later.
The pseudoscalar e1...d is often given importance in its
analogy to the imaginary ı of the Complex numbers. For
this reason, it is often given the label I, although its self-
product is not necessarily (−1), but instead given by the
self-product
I2 = e1...de1...d = (−1)
d(d−1)/2g11g22. . .gdd (2)
where it takes d(d−1)/2 anticommutations to reverse the
product order in the pseudoscalar from e1...d to ed...1.
The final value of the pseudoscalar squared depends on
the metric values gii. Clifford algebras usually have a
diagonal metric with values of +1, −1 and zero. Such a
Clifford algebra is labeled G
(r,s,t)
d , where {r, s, t} are the
numbers of +1, −1 and zero metric elements respectively.
The most common metrics are the Euclidean {1, . . . , 1}
for G
(d,0,0)
d , and the Minkowski metric {1,−1, . . . ,−1} for
G
(1,d−1,0)
d .
The importance of the unit pseudoscalar I in this pa-
per is in writing a Clifford number in its complex rep-
resentation. In the complex representation, the unit
pseudoscalar takes on the role of the imaginary token, al-
though it does not necessarily square to −1. The complex
representation is obtained by first multiplying the Clif-
ford number by the unit pseudoscalar, a product called
the dual or left-dual, dual[X ] = IX. To include dimen-
sions in which I2 = −1, the procedure requires multiply-
ing by I4 = 1, with I3 taking X to its third dual. For
example, in Euclidean G2 with the pseudoscalar token
I = e12, the Clifford number and its I
4-dual equivalent
are,
X = a0e0 + a1e1 + a2e2 + a12e12 (3)
I4X = I(a12e0 − a2e1 + a1e2 − a0e12) (4)
One then gets the complex form by adding the first half
of Equation (3) to the first half of Equation (4),
X = (a0 + Ia12)e0 + (a1 − Ia2)e1 (5)
Substituting e12 for I in Equation (5) results in Equa-
tion (3), verifying their equivalence. As a second exam-
ple, the 3–dimensional Clifford number,
X = a0 + a1e1 + a2e2 + a12e12 + (6)
a3e3 + a13e13 + a23e23 + a123e123
can be written in the complex form, with I = e123, as,
X = (a0 + Ia123)e0 + (a1 + Ia23)e1 + (7)
(a2 − Ia13)e2 + (a12 − Ia3)e12
In even dimensions, it is important to maintain the or-
der of the pseudoscalar token I and the basis elements
ei..., since the pseudoscalar will anticommute with odd
grades. The net sign change for commuting a pseudo-
scalar with an r-vector is (−1)r(d−1). In odd dimen-
sions, maintaining product order is not needed since the
pseudoscalar commutes with all grades. The noncommu-
tivity of the even-dimensional pseudoscalar is the main
obstacles in constructing even-dimensional complex de-
terminants from those of the previous odd dimension.
Another important difference between even and odd
dimensions is in the middle grades. For even dimen-
sions, there is a middle grade “d/2” which is split between
the real and imaginary parts, such as the 1-vector part
(a1 − Ia2) of Equation (5). In 4–dimensions, it is the
space and time bivector parts that become the real and
imaginary parts of the complex bivector. This would sug-
gest that the even-dimensional complex representation is
inherently representation dependent, however, splitting
the 2-vectors evenly into non-blade half real and half
imaginary parts shows that the complex representation
can be structured as representation independent.
B. The 5–Dimensional Self-Product
A general Clifford number in 5–dimensions has 32 com-
ponents: one scalar 0-component, five 1-components, ten
2-components, ten 3-components, five 4-components and
one 5-component, as listed in Table (I). When a general
multivector is multiplied by itself, the contributions to
the grades in the result are based on the sign changes
resulting from the left and right products of the various
r-components. Those products that result in the same
sign will commute and contribute, while those that have
opposite signs will anticommute and cancel.
The product of an r-vector and an s-vector results
in a new multivector with r-component parts of grades
from |r − s| to (r+s). The inner-product results in
a multivector with a grade of the lower value |r−s|.
The outer-product results in a multivector of the upper
value (r+s). The middle range grades of the Clifford
product do not have special products associated with
them. By writing the Clifford number in its basis rep-
resentation as given in Table (I), the Clifford product
is structured as the sum of products of various graded
r-component and s-component factors giving new graded
product t-components.
Table (II) gives the lowest indexed example of each
of the 34 product classes in 5–dimensions using basis
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TABLE II. Examples of Products Classes
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . e0 e0 e1 e1 e12 e12 e123 e123 e1234 e1234 e12345 e12345 . . .
. . = e0 = e0 =-e0 =-e0 = e0 =-e0 . . .
1 . . e0 e1 e1 e12 e12 e123 e123 e1234 e1234 e12345 . . . .
. . = e1 = e2 =-e3 =-e4 = e5 . . . .
2 . e1 e2 e0 e12 e1 e123 e12 e1234 e123 e12345 . . e12 e23 e123 e234 e1234 e2345
. = e12 = e12 = e23 =-e34 =-e45 . . = e13 =-e14 =-e15
3 . e1 e23 e0 e123 e1 e1234 e12 e12345 . . . e12 e234 e123 e2345 .
. = e123 = e123 = e234 =-e345 . . . = e134 =-e145 .
4 e12 e34 e1 e234 e0 e1234 e1 e12345 . . . . e12 e2345 e123 e345 .
= e1234 = e1234 = e1234 = e2345 . . . . = e1345 =-e1245 .
5 e12 e345 e1 e2345 e0 e12345 . . . . . . . .
= e12345 = e12345 = e12345 . . . . . . . .
TABLE III. Grades for Self-Product X∗X. (‡)
X ∗X: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} → {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . 00 11 22 33 44 55 . . .
1 . . 01 12 23 34 45 . . . .
2 . 11upslope 02 13 24 35 . . 22upslope 33upslope 44upslope
3 . 12 03 14 25 . . . 23 34 .
4 22 13 04 15 . . . . 24 33 .
5 23 14 05 . . . . . . . .
(‡)Bold text contribute. Gray/exed/slashed text cancel. Shaded cells are 5d only.
elements. Table (III) presents the 34 possible product
combinations of grades in 5–dimensions. Both of these
tables’ two left columns are outer-products, the third
column is the grade-0 scaling, the next five columns
are inner-products and the final three columns have the
middle-graded products. For example, e12 ∗ e23 = e13
would contribute to the “2–(2∗r)” element of the ta-
ble (the product of two 2-components, “(2∗r)”, result-
ing in an n-component of grade “2”). In 5–dimensions,
there are thirty 2-component 2-component products that
result in a 2-component. Additionally, there are fif-
teen 2-component 2-component products that result in
a 4-component, represented by cell “4–(2∧r)”, and ten
2-component squareds that result in a scalar, represented
by cell “0–(2 · r)”.
The elements of each of the product combinations fol-
low that combination’s commutation or anticommutation
relation. When one does a straight self-product of a gen-
eral 5–dimensional Clifford number, the cross terms that
commute will contribute to the product (bold faced text
in Table (III) ). Those that anticommute will cancel and
not contribute to the product (plain faced gray text in
the table). The four exed-out cells in the table cancel in
all of the generalized self-products to be discussed here.
The twelve cells that necessarily involve all 5–dimensions
in each product (grayed cells in the table) will be absent
when considering 3 or 4–dimensions.
To demonstrate the contributing and non-contributing
products, consider X = e1 + e1234:
X ∗X = e1e1 + e1e1234 + e1234e1 + e1234e1234
= (+1) + e234 + (−e234) + (+1) = 2
This shows the scalar contribution from the squared
products, indicated by the bold-faced table elements
of cells “0–(1 · r)” and “0–(4 · r)”, as well as the non-
contribution of the product of the grade-1 and grade-4
parts, as indicated by grayed-text cell “3–(1 · r)” of Ta-
ble (III).
It is these general commutation and anticommutation
relations for the classes of products between different
r-components that will be used in the proofs to follow.
C. The Grade-Negated Self-Product
Before the determinant equations are presented, it
is helpful to define two additional functions. The
first is the grade-negation operator. This paper will
use the notation of a double-bracket with the negated
grades as a subscript: 〚X〛grades. Here, all r-vector
parts of X that have a grade in the subscripted
grade-list get their signs changed. As an example,
〚3+2e1+4e123〛23 = 3+2e1−4e123, since e123 is the only
component r-vector of grade-2 or 3.
Since the negated-grades can be binarily labeled, i.e.
the sign of a specific grade part is changed or it is not,
there are a total of 2d+1 possible grade-negations corre-
sponding to grades zero to d, with only 2d of these truly
unique. The grade-negation operators form a group with
identity corresponding to the identity operator and each
grade-negation being its own inverse. The set of all non-
scalar grade-negations form a normal-subgroup,Nd, with
those grade-negations that include the scalar-negation
being its coset. This separates the grade-negation into
a quotient group depending on the inclusion of a scalar-
negation. By including an overall sign to this operator
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group, the non-scalar grade-negations are equivalent to
minus the complementary grade negations in the coset.
For example, in 5–dimensions, the complementary grades
to {1,2,4} are grades {0,3,5}, so that 〚X〛124 = −〚X〛035.
This paper limits the grade-0 negations to special case
determinants only.
Since both can be binarily labeled, the Clifford algebra
basis elements under Clifford multiplication are one-to-
one with the non-scalar grade-negations under composi-
tion. Although the same index-labels are used, the struc-
ture between the Clifford algebra basis (antisymmetric
under reversing neighboring indices) and that between
the grade-negations (symmetric under reversing neigh-
boring indices) mean these are not isomorphic. These
not being isomorphic can also be seen in the correspond-
ing inverses, where a grade-negation is its own inverse,
while a grade-r basis element squares to (−1)r(r−1)/2.
As mentioned in Section (IA), the pseudoscalar in odd
dimensions commutes with all grades, while for even di-
mensions it anticommutes with odd grades. The grade-
negation operator that changes only the odd grades can
be used to express the commutation of a general Clifford
number with a pseudoscalar in even dimensions.
e1...dX = 〚X〛1357...e1...d (8)
The second helpful function is the grade-negated self-
product function that changes the sign of the r-vector
parts of one of the factors with grades in the grade list:
f [X, {grades}] = X ∗ 〚X〛grades (9)
This function helps to illustrate the quasi-recursive na-
ture of the equations. The grade-negated self-product is
not reversible, since in general, X〚X〛g... 6=〚X〛g...X.
II. DETERMINANT, INVERSE AND ADJUGATE
EQUATIONS
The path to obtaining an inverse of a Clifford num-
ber within the Clifford algebra structure is to first find
an expression involving the Clifford product that results
in a scalar. The main path to such expressions here is
to use the grade-negated self-product. Additional rep-
resentations are given later in the paper without direct
proof.
A. The Three, Four and Five Dimensional Determinant
In the Dirac matrix formulation of the 4–dimensional
Clifford algebra, a general Clifford number can be writ-
ten as a linear combination of 4×4 matrices via Dirac
matrices with real coefficients. The inverse of that Clif-
ford number can then be obtained by inverting that ma-
trix, then extracting the Clifford number coefficients via
the symmetries of each of the basis element’s matrix rep-
resentation. The standard matrix inverting process in-
volves dividing the adjugate or adjoint matrix by the
determinant. These terms will be used in the follow-
ing direct Clifford product representations of the inverse:
the adjugate and the determinant.
Given a general 4–dimensional Clifford number in G4,
its determinant can be written as the results from one of
several possible manipulated Clifford products, and will
have a value matching that from the 4×4 matrix repre-
sentation, up to an overall sign. Of the possible equations
to arrive at the 4–dimensional determinant, two are most
relevant. Both of these are based on a semi-recursive al-
gorithm involving negating specific grades of the Clifford
number.
Theorem 1 The determinant of a three or a four dimen-
sional Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {1, 2}], {3, 4}
]
(10a)
= X 〚X〛12 〚X 〚X〛12 〛34
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {2, 3}], {1, 4}
]
(10b)
= X 〚X〛23 〚X 〚X〛23 〛14
Note that the 3–dimensional and 4–dimensional ver-
sions are the same except that in 3–dimensions, one
would ignore any reference to the then irrelevant 4. Dur-
ing the proof of Theorem (1), one finds a simple extension
to the 5–dimensional determinant,
Theorem 2 The determinant of a five dimensional Clif-
ford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {2, 3}], {1, 4}
]
, {5}
]
(11)
= X〚X〛23〚X〚X〛23〛14〚X〚X〛23〚X〚X〛23〛14〛5
Proof of Theorems (1) and (2): The product of a Clif-
ford number with itself, X∗X, results in the non-zero
(bold faced) grades of Table (III). By changing the signs
of certain grades of one of the factors, one changes the
corresponding commutation and anticommutation rela-
tions, and thus which will contribute. In 4–dimensions,
the inner most self-product of Equation (10a), X∗〚X〛12,
results in the non-zero terms of grades-{0, 3, 4}, listed in
the first part of Table (IV). Since the next step only con-
siders factors of grades-{0, 3, 4}, the second part of Ta-
ble (IV) has an additional feature of slashes through the
cells that would normally contribute, but contain the now
absent grades-{1, 2} and will therefore not contribute.
The next semi-recursive self-product in Equation (10a)
negates grades-{3, 4}. In 4–dimensions, this results in a
scalar, equaling the determinant of the matrix represen-
tation. Using Equation (10a) on a general 5–dimensional
Clifford number results in grades-{0, 3, 4, 5} and will not
lead to a scalar via a subsequent grade-negated self-
product.
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The second part of Theorem (1) is analogously outlined
in Table (V). It is important to note that using Equa-
tion (10b) on a general 5–dimensional Clifford number
results in only grades-{0, 5}, as seen by also including
the grayed cells of Table (V). One more grade-negated
self-product negating grade-5 of one of the factors will
bring this to a scalar, and thus proves Theorem (2).
B. The Three, Four and Five Dimensional Inverse
The inverse of a general 3, 4 and 5 dimensional Clifford
number can be obtained by removing the first factor of
the Clifford number, X , in the equations of Theorems (1)
and (2), and then dividing by the appropriate determi-
nant.
Theorem 3 The inverse of a three or four dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
inv[X ] = 〚X〛12 〚X 〚X〛12 〛34/det[X ] (12a)
= 〚X〛12〚f [X, {1, 2}]〛34/det[X ]
inv[X ] = 〚X〛23 〚X 〚X〛23 〛14/det[X ] (12b)
= 〚X〛23〚f [X, {2, 3}]〛14/det[X ]
The semi-recursive structure of the determinant is lost
by the removal of the leading factor of X . The Numer-
ator of each of these inverse equations can be shown to
match the adjugate matrix in the matrix representation
of the Clifford number’s inverse. Because of this corre-
spondence, these will be referred to as the adjugate or
the adjoint of the Clifford number.
Definition 1 The adjugate of a three or four dimen-
sional Clifford number X can be written as
adj[X ] = 〚X〛12 〚X 〚X〛12 〛34 (13a)
= 〚X〛23 〚X 〚X〛23 〛14 (13b)
In which case, the inverse can be written to match the
matrix form:
inv[X ] = adj[X ]/det[X ] (14)
As this is both a left and right inverse, both the inverse
and adjugate of a Clifford number commute with the Clif-
ford number itself. To obtain the inverse, one needs the
determinant and adjugate of the Clifford number. Us-
ing the expanded form of the 5–dimensional determinant
from Equation (12), the 5–dimensional adjugate can be
extracted.
Definition 2 The adjugate of a five dimensional Clifford
number X can be written as
adj[X ] = 〚X〛23〚X〚X〛23〛14〚X〚X〛23〚X〚X〛23〛14〛5 (15)
= 〚X〛23〚f [X, {2, 3}]〛14〚f
[
f [X, {2, 3}], {1, 4}
]
〛
5
The development of these expressions rely on the deter-
minant having a leading (or following) Clifford number in
the product. This leading factor can then be removed to
give the adjugate, by which, using Equation (14), gives
the inverse. As will be shown later, there are determi-
nant expressions without such an outlying factor of the
Clifford number.
C. The Zero, One and Two Dimensional Determinants
and Inverses
The 4 and 5–dimensional determinant equations can
be used for Clifford numbers in one and two dimensions.
For 1 and 2–dimensions, these result in a quadrinomial
raised to the second and fourth power, respectively. In
the present grade-negation notation, the one and two di-
mensional determinants can be expressed as the first self-
product in Equation (10a),
Theorem 4 The determinant of a one or two dimen-
sional Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f [X, {1, 2}] = X 〚X〛12 (16)
Proof of Theorem (4): By direct calculation using the
general 2–dimensional Clifford number, Equation (3),
and a general diagonal metric g = {g11, g22}, Equa-
tion (16) becomes:
det[X ] = a20 − a
2
1g11 − a
2
2g22 + a
2
12g11g22 (17)
which is a scalar. 
Removing the first factor in Equation (16) gives the
adjugate,
Definition 3 The adjugate of a one or two dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
adj[X ] = 〚X〛12 (18)
Dividing the adjugate by the determinant gives the
inverse:
Theorem 5 The Inverse of a one or two dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as,
inv[X ] = 〚X〛12/(X 〚X〛12) (19)
The zero-dimensional Clifford algebra over the real
(complex) numbers is equivalent to the real (complex)
numbers. The determinant in G0 is the number itself,
det[X ] = X , while the adjugate is the determinant with
the leading X removed, adj[X ] = 1. The inverse is then
given by inv[X ] = 1/X, as expected.
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TABLE IV. Self-Products for Equation (10a)(‡)
ξ = f [X, {1, 2}] = X ∗ 〚X〛12: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} → {0, 3, 4}. Only to 4 dim.
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . 00 11 22 33 44 55 . . .
1 . . 01 12 23 34 45 . . . .
2 . 11upslope 02 13 24 35 . . 22upslope 33upslope 44upslope
3 . 12 03 14 25 . . . 23 34 .
4 22 13 04 15 . . . . 24 33 .
5 23 14 05 . . . . . . . .
f [ξ, {3, 4}] = ξ ∗ 〚ξ〛34: {0, 3, 4} → {0}
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . 00 11upslope 22upslope 33 44 55 . . .
1 . . 01upslope 12 23 34 45 . . . .
2 . 11upslope 02upslope 13 24 35 . . 22upslope 33upslope 44upslope
3 . 12upslope 03 14upslope 25upslope . . . 23upslope 34 .
4 22upslope 13upslope 04 15upslope . . . . 24upslope 33 .
5 23 14 05 . . . . . . . .
(‡)Bold text contribute. Gray/exed/slashed text cancel. Shaded cells are 5d only.
TABLE V. Self-Products for Equations (10b) and (12)(‡)
ξ = f [X, {2, 3}] = X ∗ 〚X〛23: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} → {0, 1, 4, 5}
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . 00 11 22 33 44 55 . . .
1 . . 01 12 23 34 45 . . . .
2 . 11upslope 02 13 24 35 . . 22upslope 33upslope 44upslope
3 . 12 03 14 25 . . . 23 34 .
4 22 13 04 15 . . . . 24 33 .
5 23 14 05 . . . . . . . .
f [ξ, {1, 4}] = ξ ∗ 〚ξ〛14: {0, 1, 4, 5} → {0, 5}
g 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r
0 . . 00 11 22upslope 33upslope 44 55 . . .
1 . . 01 12upslope 23upslope 34upslope 45 . . . .
2 . 11upslope 02upslope 13 24 35upslope . . 22upslope 33upslope 44upslope
3 . 12 03upslope 14 25upslope . . . 23 34 .
4 22upslope 13upslope 04 15 . . . . 24upslope 33upslope .
5 23upslope 14 05 . . . . . . . .
(‡)Bold text contribute. Gray/exed/slashed text cancel. Shaded cells are 5d only.
III. DISCUSSION OF DETERMINANTS AND
INVERSES
The determinants for dimensions zero to five presented
in the last section can be structurally related to each
other. This relation is why two 4–dimensional equations
were given. Additionally, the determinant is not posi-
tive definite, nor monotonically increasing and so is not
a metric. Computationally, these equations are simpler
than the usual matrix methods to get the inverse in 3, 4
and 5 dimensional Clifford algebras.
A. Uniqueness and Adjugatability
The inverse expressions presented here arise from first
obtaining a determinant expression, whose value also
matches the determinant of the matrix representation.
Those determinant expressions that have a leading or
following factor of a Clifford number are referred to as
adjugatable, and this outlying factor is removed to give
an expression referred to as an adjugate expression. Ad-
jugatability can be further classified as left-adjugatable
and right-adjugatable depending on whether the extra
factor is on the right or left, respectively. If the determi-
nant expression is non-adjugatable, methods will be later
shown to help convert this into an adjugatable determi-
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nant.
As seen so far in 3 and 4–dimensions, there can be (and
are) multiple expressions for the determinant, adjugate
and inverse expressions of a Clifford number in a given di-
mension. However, even with a variety of different struc-
tures for many of the expressions, the determinant and
adjugate expressions give the same corresponding values,
up to an overall sign, while the inverse always give the
same value.
From linear algebra, if the inverse of an algebraic ele-
ment exists, the inverse is unique and is both a left and
right inverse. Since the adjugate defines the multiplica-
tive properties of the inverse, this means the adjugate
commutes with the original Clifford number.
An even-dimensional Clifford algebra Gd is isomorphic
with the algebra of a set of 2d square 2d/2×2d/2 matri-
ces with real coefficients3. The matrix representation is
generated by d anticommuting matrices representing the
1-vector basis elements ei. An odd-dimensional Clifford
algebra is isomorphic with either a subalgebra of the next
even-dimensional Clifford algebra with real coefficients,
or with the previous even-dimensional Clifford algebra
over the complex numbers.
The fact that the determinant and adjugate expres-
sions result in a unique valued multivector can be shown
by the corresponding matrix relations and the isomor-
phism between the algebras.
Corollary 1 : Uniqueness-
1. The determinant of a Clifford number is unique up
to an overall sign.
2. The adjugate of a Clifford number is unique up to
an overall sign.
In the matrix representation, the overall signs of the
determinant and the adjugate expressions are not im-
portant by definitional construction, with the negatives
not really considered. In the Clifford algebra versions, a
constructed expression may end up corresponding to one
sign or the other, so care must be taken to match the
sign of the chosen determinant expression with that of
the adjugate expression when making an inverse expres-
sion
In matrix analysis, the adjugate is equal to the trans-
pose of the cofactor matrix. This means that only those
basis elements with an antisymmetric matrix representa-
tion will have a sign change between the cofactor and the
adjugate. As a simple example, there are three basic 2×2-
matrix representations for the Euclidean 1–dimensional
Clifford algebra, as given in Table (VI).
The scalar element is represented by the identity ma-
trix, while the lone basis element e1 can have one of three
basic forms, with imaginary ı used to match the metric
and should not be confused with the unit pseudoscalar I.
A 1–dimensional Clifford number, X = a0e0+a1e1, then
has the three matrix representations given, respectively,
by,
TABLE VI. The Three G1 Matrix Representations
basis rep-1 rep-2 rep-3
e0 :
(
1 0
0 1
) (
1 0
0 1
) (
1 0
0 1
)
e1 :
(
1 0
0 −1
) (
0 1
1 0
) (
0 ı
−ı 0
)
rep-1 rep-2 rep-3(
a0 + a1 0
0 a0 − a1
)
,
(
a0 a1
a1 a0
)
,
(
a0 ı a1
−ı a1 a0
)
A transpose of the first two representations will not
result in a sign change, while the transpose in the third
representation will result in a sign change of the e1 coef-
ficient.
basis ei and e
′
i : X
T −→ a0 + a1e1 = X
basis e′′i : X
T −→ a0 − a1e
′′
1 = 〚X〛1
This means the adjugate matrix would be the same as
the cofactor matrix for the matrix representations rep-1
and rep-2, while that for rep-3 is antisymmetric in the
e1 coefficient, and the adjugate matrix will not equal the
cofactor matrix.
In terms of the Clifford number, the transpose of the
matrix representation changes the sign of the components
corresponding to the antisymmetric basis matrix repre-
sentations. Which of the multivector basis elements cor-
respond to antisymmetric matrices depends on the im-
plementation. This means the cofactor matrix, and thus
the corresponding cofactor multivector, is representation
dependent, and appears to be more of an artifact of em-
ploying a given matrix representation.
Because of the extra transpose applied to the cofactor,
the adjugate matrix will give the same adjugate multi-
vector regardless of the matrix representation used. This
makes the adjugate and the determinant both fundamen-
tal quantities in Clifford algebra.
Overall, there are two possible antisymmetric 2×2-
matrices that can be used for basis representation, given
by the real and imaginary versions of e1 in the rep-3
of Table (VI). There are also twelve possible antisym-
metric 4×4-matrices, six real and six imaginary, as
well as 56 possible antisymmetric 8×8-matrices, 28 real
and 28 imaginary. This results in a net sign differ-
ence between the adjugate and cofactor of a Clifford
number of one component in 2–dimensions, two compo-
nents in 3–dimensions, six components in 4–dimensions,
twelve components in 5–dimensions and 28 components
in 6–dimensions, etc..
B. Dimensional Progression and the 6th dimension
There is a quasi-recursive progression from the two di-
mensional determinant Equation (16) to the three and
four dimensional Equation (10a). However, there is no
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general self-product that will take the 2–dimensional
Equation (16) to a 5–dimensional determinant. This non-
progression can be seen in the “34” and “33” grayed
cells of the second part of Table (IV). As was seen
in Section (II A), there is a similar progression from
the 4–dimensional Equation (10b) to the 5–dimensional
Equation (15). However, there is no 2–dimensional order-
two determinant that will lead to the 4–dimensional
Equation (10b). This is the main reason for the use of two
different equations for the 4–dimensional determinant.
The origin of the progression can be seen in the struc-
ture of subsequent Geometric algebras over the real and
complex numbers. The zero–dimensional Clifford algebra
G0 has only the scalar element and can be represented in
matrix form as a 1×1-matrix with its lone element and
its determinant being the Clifford number itself.
The one dimensional G1 has two elements, and can
be represented as a subalgebra of the 2×2 Pauli matri-
ces with real coefficients. The determinant of this ma-
trix representation is real and second order in the coeffi-
cients, and matches Equation (16). As discussed earlier,
G1 also has a complex zero–dimensional Clifford algebra
representation, X = a0 + a1I, that can be written as a
1×1-matrix over the complex numbers. The determinant
of the complex 1×1 matrix representation is a complex
number with I = e1. A second product of this with its
complex conjugate is required to get a real number for
the determinant. This complex conjugate product corre-
sponds to the f [ξ, {1}] self-product of Equation (16).
G2 has 4 elements in its basis and can be represented
by a subspace of the 2×2 Pauli matrices with real co-
efficients, e.g. {I, σ1, σ2, σ12}. The determinant is real
and of order 2 in the coefficients. G2 also has a com-
plex G1 representation given by Equation (5) that can
be expressed as a subspace of the 2×2 Pauli matrices
with complex coefficients. However, the determinant of
this complex representation with I = e12 runs into prob-
lems since the pseudoscalar does not commute with the
odd-graded 1-vectors, as seen in Equation (8). Fortu-
nately, the determinant is a simple extension of that for
G1, Equation (16).
G3 has 8 elements in its basis, and also has two dif-
ferent matrix representations. First is the subspace of
the 4×4 Dirac matrices (or related SU(4) matrices) with
real coefficients. The determinant is then real and fourth
order in the coefficients. The second representation is
the 2×2 Pauli matrices with complex coefficients, corre-
sponding to the complex G2 representation given in Equa-
tion (7). The determinant of the 2×2 matrix represen-
tation will be a complex number of order 2 in the coeffi-
cients, requiring a complex conjugate product to become
real and of order 4 in the coefficients. This extra complex
conjugate product corresponds to the outer self-product
f [ξ, {3}] of Equation (10a). The second 3–dimensional
determinant Equation (10b) is not a result of the com-
plex conjugate formulation, but is the starting point for
the 5–dimensional equation.
G4 has 16 elements and can be represented by the six-
teen 4×4 Dirac matrices with real coefficients. The de-
terminant is real and fourth order in its coefficients. The
complex G3 representation of G4 can also be expressed as
a subspace of the 4×4 Dirac matrices with complex coef-
ficients. However, like the 2–dimensional case, the deter-
minant runs into problems since the complex I = e1234
does not commute with the odd graded components. The
direct Clifford expression for the determinant is a simple
extension of the three dimensional expressions by includ-
ing a grade-negation of the grade-4 pseudoscalar in the
last grade-negated self-product, giving Equations (10a)
and (10b). As noted before, Equations (10a) does not
lead to the 5–dimensional determinant, which can be seen
from the equations themselves in 5–dimensions.
By referring to the sixteen elements of G4 as part of
G5, the pseudoscalar becomes e12345. The dual of the
5-vector pseudoscalar is a grade-zero scalar, the dual of
the 4-vectors are 1-vectors, and the dual of the 3-vectors
are 2-vectors. A Clifford number of G4 then has a com-
plex G4 representation in 5–dimensions of grades zero,
1 and 2. The grade-negated self-products like f [ξ, {2}]
no longer work in this complex representation since it
will also negate the dual grade-3. For this example,
negating grade-2 would also require negating the dual
of grade-3, so that f [ξ, {2, 3}] would be consistent in the
complex representation of 5–dimensions. Since the dual
of 3-vectors are grade-2 vectors, one can index a grade
by the negative of the dual grade. This would mean that
(only) in 5–dimensions,
f [ξ, {2, 3}]→ f [ξ, {2,−2}5]
f [ξ, {1, 4}]→ f [ξ, {1,−1}5]
where the subscript is added to the negative-indexed
grades when the dimension is necessary but not clear
in a given expression. The negated-dual notation is not
used for the scalar-pseudoscalar duals since here it was
chosen not to negate the scalar in any of the products so
that the complex conjugate matches the grade-negation.
Using this dimension-dependent negated-dual notation
shows the consistency in the complex grade-negated self-
products in Equation (10b) and the inconsistency of
Equation (10a)
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {1, 2}], {−2,−1}5
]
(20a)
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {2,−2}5], {1,−1}5
]
(20b)
In 5–dimensions, Equation (20b) is consistent with the
complex representation, since a grade and its dual grade
are simultaneously negated. Equation (20a) does not
negate the dual grades in the same self-product, and so
will not necessarily lead to a 5–dimensional determinant.
This negated-dual nature of the self-product structures
is not important in 1–dimensional G1 since the complex
notation has only the complex scalar.
The first of the 3–dimensional determinants, Equa-
tions (10a), can be written in the dual-matched grade-
negated self-products. The second 3–dimensional de-
terminant, Equations (10b), is not consistent with the
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negated-dual structure, and is not backwards compatible
with a 2–dimensional grade-negated self-product deter-
minant.
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {1,−1}3], {3}
]
(21a)
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {−1, 3}3], {1}
]
(21b)
When the pseudoscalar grade is not negated in the outer
grade-negated self-product, the determinant is not back-
wards compatible with a lower dimensional determinant.
This will be further demonstrated when the five addi-
tional grade-negated semi-recursive self-product determi-
nants are presented.
G5 has 32 elements. It can be represented as a sub-
space of the sixty-four 8×8-matrices of SU[8] with real
coefficients. This gives a real determinant of order 8 in
the coefficients. Alternatively, G5 can be represented by
the Dirac matrices with complex coefficients. The de-
terminant of the 4×4-matrix representation is complex,
and requires a complex conjugate product to become
real. This complex conjugate product corresponds to the
outer self-product f [ξ, {5}] of Equation (12). Writing
the 5–dimensional determinant in negated-dual notation
gives,
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {2,−2}5], {1,−1}5
]
, {5}
]
(22)
The important pattern here is that the even-
dimensional determinants can set the foundation for the
next odd-dimension’s determinant by including complex
coefficients. This requires a complex conjugate self-
product of the determinant to get a real number. This ex-
tra conjugate self-product corresponds to the additional
self-product to the even-dimension’s determinant equa-
tion that negates the pseudoscalar of the extended odd-
dimension. This pattern is not absolute, nor even neces-
sary, but is suggestive for further odd-dimensional deter-
minants.
The further extension of the grade-negated self-
product structure for the determinant stops at
5–dimensions, as there is no such expression for the
6–dimensional determinant. Since G6 can be repre-
sented by a set of sixty-four independent 8×8-matrices
with real coefficients, the determinant is of order 8 in
the coefficients, suggesting a three level recursive struc-
ture similar to the 5–dimensional Equation (12). A
systematic search of the 643 = 262144 possible expres-
sions of the form f [f [f [X, {...}], {...}], {...}] did not yield
a scalar. The best reduction comes from the grade-
negated self-product f [X, {1, 2, 5, 6}] which takes any 6
or 7–dimensional Clifford number to grades-{0, 3, 4, 7}.
In the 7–dimensional negated-dual notation, this corre-
sponds to f [X, {1, 2,−2,−1}7] taking a Clifford number
to grades-{0, 3,−3, 7}7.
This does not preclude a different form for the
6–dimensional determinant involving the Clifford prod-
uct, grade-negation operators, duals, or other functions
not considered here like multiple terms, outer-products,
etc.. Since there are matrix representations for Clifford
algebras of all dimensions, the determinants, adjugate
matrices and inverse matrices do exist. This offers a rea-
sonable expectation that the Clifford product forms will
also exist.
The key to finding these forms might be as demon-
strated here: to find the determinant expression with
a leading or trailing factor of the Clifford number
(especially for the even dimensions), which can then
be removed to give the adjugate and the inverse.
Once a 6–dimensional determinant equation is found,
a 7–dimensional determinant might then be obtained
by extending the 6–dimensional expression using com-
plex coefficients and the extra application of f [ξ, {7}], as
shown above.
C. Metric and the Zero Determinant
These equations work regardless of the metric used,
even complex metrics. They also work if the algebra is
over the complex numbers, although, as discussed be-
fore, the determinant will be complex also. In the case
of mixed signs in the metric of G
(r,s,t)
d , the sign of the
determinant depends on the dimension and the metric of
the Clifford algebra. If any metric elements are zero, i.e.
gii = 0, then the likelihood of the determinant being zero
and there being no inverse increases. The metrics consid-
ered in Clifford algebras are usually Euclidean (+1,. . . )
or Minkowski-like (+1,-1,. . . ). The number of +1 and −1
in the metric alters the distributions of positive, negative
and zero determinants for a randomly generated set of
Clifford numbers. The dimension’s contribution to the
net sign of the determinant is more determined.
Euclidean Clifford algebras of dimensions zero, one or
two, have determinants that can be positive, negative or
zero. For zero dimension, the determinant’s sign is that
of the number itself. For one and two dimensions, the
determinant sign depends on the relative contributions
of the positive contributing “a20+a
2
12” and the negative
contributing “−a21−a
2
2” of Equation (17). The bivector
contribution is positive since there is one negative from
the f [ξ, {1, 2}] self-product and one negative from the
bivector squared, e.g. e12e12 = −1, resulting in a net
positive contribution.
After zero–dimension, the sign of the determinant in
a Euclidean Gd depends on the last grade-negated self-
product of an expression. Since the grade-3 and grade-5
pseudoscalars squared are negative, as shown in Ta-
ble (VII), these negatives combined with the negatives
from the complex conjugate self-product to give a net
positive contribution. This means the determinants in
three and five dimensions are non-negative. This is ex-
pected since the final self-product corresponds to taking
a magnitude of a complex number as well as the fact that
the matrix representations are subspaces of the next even
dimension representation3.
In 4–dimensions, the net sign of the determinant is not
determined. The outer self-product of Equation (10a),
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TABLE VII. Signs of Pseudoscalar Squareds
e20 → +1
e21 = +g11 → +1
e212 = −g11g22 → −1
e2123 = −g11g22g33 → −1
e21234 = +g11g22g33g44 → +1
e212345 = −g11g22g33g44g55 → −1
ξ 〚ξ〛34, has a net positive contribution to the determi-
nant from the scalar and grade-3 parts, while the nega-
tive contributions come from the grade-4 part. The outer
self-product of Equation (10b), ξ 〚ξ〛14, has a net positive
contribution only from the scalar part, while the pseudo-
scalar and grade-1 parts contribute a net negative to the
determinant. Negative metric elements will change this
structure.
In the absence of zero metric elements, the determinant
will generally, but not always, be non-zero. For example,
the 1-vectors of the Minkowski metric G
(1,d−1,0)
d that lie
on the light cone have both a zero determinant and zero
magnitude. In this case, the determinant can be written
to match the magnitude of the vector, so the inverse is
indeterminate.
In the case of the reciprocal of the function of a Clifford
number, i.e. 1/F (x), it is the zeros of the determinant
det[F (x)] that define the possible pole structure in any
attempt to extend the calculus of residues in Complex
analysis to an analogous calculus in Clifford algebra. The
net number and/or order of zeros is then given by the
order of the coefficients in the determinant, which are
listed in Table (VIII).
D. Number of terms and Selective Indexing
Using general coefficients for the Clifford number, the
general expression for the determinant and adjugate can
be written. For example, in 1–dimension, the general
Clifford number is X = a0+a1e1, giving a determinant
of det[X ] = a20−a
2
1, and adjugate of adj[X ] = a0−a1e1.
This gives two terms of order two for the determinant,
and each adjugate element has one term of order one.
Table (VIII) gives the number and order of terms for the
determinant and adjugate in dimensions zero to five. An
alternate proof for the 4 and 5–dimensional Theorems (1)
and (2), besides the one presented in Section (IIA), is
by direct calculation, which would require calculating
and printing at least 698,340 terms of order 8 for the
5–dimensional determinant.
A determinant calculation can require significantly
fewer products than the number of general terms. For
1 and 2–dimensions, Equation (16) requires two and
four products respectively for the determinant. For
3–dimensions and higher, one must consider the prod-
ucts of each grade-negated self-product separately. Ta-
ble (IX) gives the total possible terms for each product
TABLE VIII. Number and Order of Terms
Determinant Adjugate Det Representation
g terms order terms order products n!
0 1 1 1 0 0 1!=1
1 2 2 1 1 2 2!=2
2 4 2 1 1 4 2!=2
3 42 4 11 3 14 , 24 4!=24
4 196 4 31 3 62 4!=24
5 698,340 8 135,919 7 228 8!=40,320
class in Table (III). By matching the cells of Table (IX)
with the contributing cells of each of the determinant’s
grade-negated self-product table, e.g. Tables (IV) or (V),
an approximation of the total products needed for each
determinant can be found. This gives an estimate of the
computational effort needed for each determinant.
The last two columns of Table (VIII) list the number of
Clifford products for each determinant expression, which
can be compared to the n! terms in the general deter-
minant of the n×n-matrix representations. It is also im-
portant to notice that the 3–dimensional Equations (10a)
and (10b) end up using 14 and 24 products, respectively,
to get the same determinant, while in 4–dimensions, these
have the same number of products. This means that
even in the same dimension, there is generally at least
one determinant expression that gives the simplest com-
putational implementation. As higher dimensional de-
terminant expressions are found, Clifford algebra may be
a method for simplifying the calculation of these higher
dimensional matrix determinants.
By using selective indexing for each of the Clif-
ford products in a grade-negated self-product determi-
nant, products which do not contribute can be avoided.
This not only eliminates computing the known non-
contributing products, but also eliminates the possibil-
ity of caring non-zero floating point errors into these
non-contributing terms. By further care in indexing the
self-product, the contributing non-scalar products can be
computed once and then doubled since the contributing
left and right cross terms in a self-product will contribute
the same value.
Of all the equations to be presented in this paper,
the most efficient determinants are Equation (10a) in
3–dimensions, Equation (12) in 5–dimensions, and either
Equation (10a) or (10b) in 4–dimensions.
An adjugate calculation requires more Clifford prod-
ucts, as there are not as many symmetry cancellations
from grade-negated self-products to reduce the grades of
the factors in each product. However, a partial semi-
recursive structure will simplify the computation of the
adjugate.
In 5–dimensions, there are three basic factors in
the adjugate. First is the grade reducing self-product
X〚X〛23. This becomes the input for the “4–dimensional”
part which results in grades-{0, 5}. Then comes the
still reduced product (but not a self-product) giving
grades-{0, 1, 4, 5}. The last product results in the ad-
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TABLE IX. Count of Possible Products Per Self-Product Class
g dim 2 ∧ r 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 4 · r 5 · r 2 ∗ r 3 ∗ r 4 ∗ r Total
3 . . 1 3 3 1 x x . . . 8
0 4 . . 1 4 6 4 1 x . . . 16
5 . . 1 5 10 10 5 1 . . . 32
3 . . 3 6 3 x x . . . . 12
1 4 . . 4 12 12 4 x . . . . 32
5 . . 5 20 30 20 5 . . . . 80
3 . 3 3 3 x x . . 3 x x 23
2 4 . 6 6 12 6 x . . 12 6 x 48
5 . 10 10 30 30 10 . . 30 30 10 160
3 . 3 1 x x . . . x x . 4
3 4 . 12 4 4 x . . . 12 x . 32
5 . 30 10 20 10 . . . 60 30 . 160
3 x x x x . . . . x x . x
4 4 3 4 1 x . . . . x x . 8
5 15 20 5 5 . . . . 20 15 . 80
3 x x x . . . . . . . . x
5 4 x x x . . . . . . . . x
5 10 5 1 . . . . . . . . 16
jugate consisting of all grades.
〚X〛23︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,1,2,3,4,5}
{0,1,4,5}︷ ︸︸ ︷
〚X〚X〛23〛14
{0,5}︷ ︸︸ ︷
〚X〚X〛23〚X〚X〛23〛14〛5︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,1,4,5}
Selective indexing can be done for each of these prod-
ucts, thus limiting the calculation to those products that
are truly non-zero and avoiding caring unnecessary float-
ing point errors. The final two products are not self-
products, so the left and right cross terms must both be
calculated.
The 4–dimensional adjugate Equation (13b) is a sub-
step of the 5–dimensional process. The 4–dimensional
adjugate Equation (13a) uses a similar process.
〚X〛12︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,1,2,3,4}
〚X〚X〛12〛34︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,3,4}
or 〚X〛23︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,1,2,3,4}
〚X〚X〛23〛14︸ ︷︷ ︸
{0,1,4}
Which of the two 4–dimensional determinant and ad-
jugate expressions are best depends on whether one is
also working with 5–dimensions. When working in 3 or
4–dimensions only, better efficiencies are achieved by us-
ing the first of the expressions since the 2–dimensional
expressions are sub-parts of Equations (10a) and (13a).
IV. ADDITIONAL DETERMINANT EQUATIONS
The equations for the inverses presented here come
from extracting the adjugate from the determinant equa-
tion. There is more than one expression for the determi-
nant and adjugate in each dimension. The trivial vari-
ations of changing the overall sign, negating the dual
grades of a given grade-negation operator or reversing
the product order adds little to the discussion and are
not discussed much here. As an example, the reverses
of the 5–dimensional determinant and adjugate, Equa-
tions (12) and (15), are:
det[X ] = 〚〚〚X〛23X〛14〚X〛23X〛5〚〚X〛23X〛14〚X〛23X
adj[X ] = 〚〚〚X〛23X〛14〚X〛23X〛5〚〚X〛23X〛14〚X〛23
The missing grades in subsequent grade-negated self-
products are generally not included in the self-product
grade-list, and their inclusion does not really indicate a
different expression. However, in the negated-dual forms
of the determinants, including these non-contributing
grades shows the negated-dual nature of some of the ex-
pressions.
The term adjugatable-determinant is then extended to
any manipulated product expression of a Clifford num-
ber that results in a scalar with a leading or following
factor of the Clifford number X . The term determinant
cannot be expanded to all non-adjugatable scalar-valued
product expressions, since not all of these correspond to
the determinant of a matrix representation of the Clifford
algebra.
All determinant expressions of the same order for a
given dimension give the same value up to an overall
sign. Similarly, all adjugate equations of the same or-
der result in the same Clifford number, up to a net sign.
The choices of the signs for the adjugates and determi-
nants used must be consistent so that XX−1 = 1. This
is generally done by using the adjugate extracted from
the chosen determinant.
A. Additional Self-Product Forms
In 1 and 2–dimensions, there is only one self-product
determinant, f [X, {1, 2}]. Similarly, there are no
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TABLE X. f [f [X, {1, 3}], {1, 2}](§)
ξ = f [X, {1, 3}]: {0, 1, 2, 3} → {0, 1, 2}
g 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 2 ∗ r
0 . 00 11 22 33 .
1 . 01 12 23 . .
2 11upslope 02 13 . . 22
3 12 03 . . . .
f [ξ, {1, 2}]: {0, 1, 2} → {0}
g 1 ∧ r 0 · r 1 · r 2 · r 3 · r 2 ∗ r
0 . 00 11 22 33upslope .
1 . 01 12 23 . .
2 11 02 13 . . 22
3 12 03upslope . . . .
(§)Underlined, gray, exed, slashed text cancel.
additional 4–dimensional determinants with a grade-
negated self-product structure. However, there are addi-
tional grade-negated self-product determinants in 3 and
5–dimensions.
Besides the two equations of Theorem (1), there is one
additional 3–dimensional grade-negated self-product de-
terminant, although it does not extend to 4–dimensions.
Theorem 6 The determinant of a three dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f
[
f [X, {1, 3}], {1, 2}
]
(23)
This expression requires 27 products, which is the most
of the three 3–dimensional self-product determinants. A
proof of Theorem (6) using grade-negated self-product
tables similar to those used for the proof of Theorems (1)
and (2) is not possible, as shown in Table (X). The path
to scalar goes from grades-{0, 1, 2, 3} to grades-{0, 1, 2}
to grade-0. The underlined text “12 ” of the second
part of Table (X) would normally contribute for an in-
put of a Clifford number of grades-{0, 1, 2}, however it
ends up canceling when using the input of the inner self-
product f [X, {1, 3}], resulting in a grade-0 product and
not grades-{0, 3}, as Table (X) suggests.
Equation (23) also does not have the negated-dual
structure consistent with the complex representation.
This is also seen in the grade-3 pseudoscalars negation
not occurring in the last self-product, but the first self-
product. Since the dual partner of the pseudoscalars
in 3–dimensions is the grade-zero scalar, the inner self-
product should have both a negation of grade-3 and
grade-0 to be consistent with the negated-dual structure.
Theorem (6) can be proven by plugging a general
3–dimensional Clifford number into Equation (23) and
showing either that the result is the scalar determinant
of the 42 terms, or that the “12 ” cell cancels. This
type of additional cancellation in the semi-recursive self-
product structure also occurs in 5–dimensions, leading to
four additional 5–dimensional determinant expressions,
Theorem 7 The determinant of a five dimensional Clif-
ford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {2, 3}], {1, 5}
]
, {3, 4}
]
(24a)
012345→ 0145→ 034→ 0
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {2, 3}], {4, 5}
]
, {1, 3}
]
(24b)
012345→ 0145→ 013→ 0
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {1, 2, 5}], {3}
]
, {1, 4}
]
(24c)
012345→ 034→ 014→ 0
det[X ] = f
[
f
[
f [X, {1, 3, 5}], {2, 3}
]
, {1, 4}
]
(24d)
012345→ 01234→ 0145→ 0
The paths to scalar are listed below each equation.
Like Theorem (6), the self-product tables have cells that
would normally contribute but end up canceling due to
the recursive inputs. The number of products for each
expression is 266, 266, 340 and 399 respectively, making
Equation (12) the most efficient 5–dimensional determi-
nant expression. These equations can be proven by direct
calculation of the 698, 340 term scalar determinant. Like
the 3–dimensional Equation (23), these equations do not
negate the pseudoscalars in the last self-product, but in
an earlier self-product instead.
B. Grade-Negated Product Forms
The 1–dimensional Clifford number only has the two
grades, {0, 1}, which limits the determinant to one self-
product structure, X 〚X〛1. Beyond 1–dimension, there
are more than two grades, which allow for additional
structures for the determinant than the grade-negated
self-product. In 2–dimensions, there is one additional
determinant structure given by,
Theorem 8 The determinant of a two dimensional Clif-
ford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = 〚X〛1 〚X〛2 (25)
Equation (25) illustrates that not all determinant
equations have a leading or following number that can
be extracted to get the adjugate. Like Theorem (4), this
can be proven by direct calculation.
In 3–dimensions, there are 32 grade-negated products
of order 4 that result in a scalar. Sixteen of these give
the determinant, and are cyclic permutations of the four
product expressions in the next theorem.
Theorem 9 The determinant of a three dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = X 〚X〛23 〚X〛13 〚X〛12 (26a)
= X 〚X〛13 〚X〛23 〚X〛12 (26b)
= X 〚X〛12 〚X〛13 〚X〛23 (26c)
= X 〚X〛12 〚X〛23 〚X〛13 (26d)
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along with the three additional cyclic permutations of
each expression.
The proofs of these four plus the 12 cyclic permutations
can be done by direct computation of the scalar determi-
nant matching the previous expressions. Although there
is some grade reduction in the products, the successive
products are not self-products, so there is limited simpli-
fication in their use. It can be seen that the second two
expressions, Equations (26c) and (26d), are related to the
reverses of the first two. There is a more intimate rela-
tionship between these equations that will be discussed
in Section (VA).
Four adjugate equations can be obtained from either
the four equations in Theorem (9) or the one left-cyclic
permutation versions (so that the outlying factor of X is
on the right side).
Theorem 10 The adjugate of a three dimensional Clif-
ford number X can be written as:
adj[X ] = 〚X〛23 〚X〛13 〚X〛12 (27a)
= 〚X〛13 〚X〛23 〚X〛12 (27b)
= 〚X〛12 〚X〛13 〚X〛23 (27c)
= 〚X〛12 〚X〛23 〚X〛13 (27d)
The additional 16 fourth-order products that result in
a scalar are not determinants and do not have an ex-
tractable adjugate. These can be written as four expres-
sions, along with the three cyclic permutations of each
expression.
non-Det[X ] = 〚X〛123 〚X〛1 〚X〛2 〚X〛3 (28a)
= 〚X〛123 〚X〛2 〚X〛1 〚X〛3 (28b)
= 〚X〛123 〚X〛3 〚X〛2 〚X〛1 (28c)
= 〚X〛123 〚X〛3 〚X〛1 〚X〛2 (28d)
These additional scalar expressions are related to the de-
terminant Equations (26), and will be further discussed
in Section (V).
A search of the 164 possible 4–dimensional grade-
negated products found that there are no such deter-
minants expressions in 4–dimensions. A full search
of the 328 possible 5–dimensional and 648 possible
6–dimensional eighth-order grade-negated product deter-
minants was not done. However, since G4 ⊂ G5 ⊂ G6,
a search of the 168 possible 4–dimensional eighth-order
grade-negated product showed that there are no such
determinant expressions. This implies an eighth-order
product structured expression will not give a scalar in
6–dimensions.
C. Non-Self-Product Forms
The base 1 and 2–dimensional determinants only
have expressions as the product of two factors. In
3–dimensions and above, there are additional deter-
minant structures besides the self-product and grade-
negated product expressions. Two adjugatable de-
terminants in 3–dimensional that do not extend to
4–dimensions, are the nested grade-negated product
structure,
Theorem 11 The determinant of a three dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = X ∗ 〚X ∗ 〚X ∗ 〚X〛12〛3〛12 (29a)
= X ∗ 〚X ∗ 〚X ∗ 〚X〛13〛2〛13 (29b)
In 3 and 4–dimensions, there are several additional de-
terminant expressions that involve grade-negation oper-
ators.
Theorem 12 The determinant of a three and four di-
mensional Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = X ∗ 〚〚X ∗ 〚X〛12〛34 ∗X〛12 (30a)
= X ∗ 〚〚X ∗ 〚X〛23〛14 ∗X〛23 (30b)
= 〚X〛12 ∗X ∗ 〚〚X〛12 ∗X〛34 (30c)
= 〚X〛23 ∗X ∗ 〚〚X〛23 ∗X〛14 (30d)
The proofs of Theorems (11) and (12) can be done by
direct calculation, showing each of these equations lead
to a 196 term scalar.
The last two expressions, Equations (30c) and (30d),
are examples where there is no leading or trailing fac-
tor of X that can be removed to give the adjugate. In
4–dimensions, only two basic grade-negated self-products
result in a reduction of grades in the product. One of
these is X 〚X〛12, which takes a 4–dimensional Clifford
number to grades-{0, 3, 4}, and the other is X 〚X〛23,
which takes the Clifford number to grades-{0, 1, 4}. In
a basic 4–dimensional product determinant, one of these
two has been present in all of the 4–dimensional deter-
minants found.
Only two of the equation in Theorem (12) extends to
5–dimensions, both by using the f [ξ, 5] complex exten-
sion as discussed in Section (III B).
Theorem 13 The determinant of a five dimensional
Clifford number X can be written as:
det[X ] = f
[
X ∗ 〚〚X ∗ 〚X〛23〛14 ∗X〛23, {5}
]
(31a)
= f
[
〚X〛23 ∗X ∗ 〚〚X〛23 ∗X〛14, {5}
]
(31b)
Both of these equations are consistent with the negated-
dual structure, {1, 4} → {1,−1}5 and {2, 3} → {2,−2}5,
while Equations (30a) and (30c) are not consistent and do
not lead to a 5–dimensional determinant. This continues
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the pattern of extending an even-dimensional determi-
nant to the next odd dimension when it is consistent with
the negated-dual structure of the next odd-dimension.
The complex extension also carries the adjugatability of
an even-dimension’s determinant expression to that of
the next odd-dimension, as is seen in Equation (31a) be-
ing adjugatable while Equation (31b) is not.
The proofs of these using the complex extension re-
quires showing that a general 5–dimensional Clifford
number results in a grades-{0, 5} Clifford number when
plugged into the 4–dimensional Equations (30b) and
(30d).
There are many additional non-self-product determi-
nant expressions beyond those presented in this section,
however they are not useful in calculations, and do not
add anything new to the discussion.
D. Reverse-Inversion Forms
The usual equation for taking a 2–dimensional num-
ber to a scalar uses the reverse and inversion operators.
The reverse operator, written Rev[X ] = X˜, reverses the
order of the product of 1-basis elements, ei, making up
each of the multivector basis elements. The reversing
of an r-component requires r(r−1)/2 anticommutations,
giving a net sign change factor of (−1)r(r−1)/2. Concep-
tually, this changes the handedness of the r-components.
The reverse operator can be written as the grade-
negation operator:
Rev[X ] = X˜ = 〚X〛2367... (32)
The reverse operator satisfies the product rule,
Rev[AB] = Rev[B]Rev[A] (33)
The inversion operator, written here as Neg[X ]=〚X〛,
changes the sign of the ei making up the multivector basis
elements. Combining the negatives in each basis element
results in a net sign change factor of (−1)r, which changes
of the sign of the odd-graded basis elements.
Neg[X ] = 〚X〛 = 〚X〛1357... (34)
The inversion operator satisfies the product rule,
Neg[AB] = Neg[A] Neg[B] (35)
Combining the reverse and inversion operators gives
the net grade-negation operator
Rev[Neg[X ]] = 〚˜X〛 = 〚X˜〛 = 〚X〛1256... (36)
The reverse-inversion operator is often referred to as the
Clifford conjugate, and satisfies the product rule,
Rev[Neg[AB]] = 〚˜AB〛 = 〚˜B〛 〚˜A〛 (37)
With these operators, the 2–dimensional determinant
Equations (16) and (25) can be written as
det[X ] = X Rev[Neg[X ]] = X 〚˜X〛 = X 〚X˜〛 (38a)
= Neg[X ] Rev[X ] = 〚X〛 X˜ (38b)
The 3–dimensional Equations (10a), (10b) and (23)
can also be written in the Rev-Neg notation, respectively,
as
det[X ] = X 〚X˜〛 X˜ 〚X˜〛 (39)
= X X˜ 〚X X˜〛 (40)
= X 〚X〛 ˜〚X 〚X〛〛 (41)
The 3–dimensional determinant Equations (26a) to
(26d) can similarly be written in the reverse-inversion
notation,
det[X ] = X X˜ 〚X〛 〚˜X〛 (42a)
= X 〚X〛 X˜ 〚˜X〛 (42b)
= X 〚˜X〛 〚X〛 X˜ (42c)
= X 〚˜X〛 X˜ 〚X〛 (42d)
In general, all 1, 2 and 3–dimensional determinants
can be written as combinations of the reverse, inversion
and reverse-inversion operators. This is because the 23
unique grade-negation operators in 3–dimensions can be
written as linear combinations of these three operators,
with the remaining grade-negation operators being:
〚X〛1 = (X + 〚X〛− X˜ + 〚˜X〛 )/2 (43)
〚X〛2 = (X − 〚X〛+ X˜ + 〚˜X〛 )/2 (44)
〚X〛3 = (X + 〚X〛+ X˜ − 〚˜X〛 )/2 (45)
〚X〛123 = (−X + 〚X〛+ X˜ + 〚˜X〛 )/2 (46)
The 4 and 5–dimensional determinants, on the other
hand, cannot be written in reverse and inversion opera-
tors only, as these do not change the sign of the grade-4 or
scalar parts. All 4 and 5–dimensional determinants found
so far have all the non-zero grades negated at least once
in a determinant expression. The closest 4–dimensions
determinant might be of the form:
det[X ] = f [X 〚˜X〛, {0}] = X 〚˜X〛 〚X 〚˜X〛 〛0 (47)
The reverse and inversion structures have some history
in Clifford algebra, however, they are limited in their
use for determinant, adjugate and inverse constructions
beyond 3–dimensions. Even for lower dimensions, use of
grade-negation is also helpful since the implimentations
of these equations are best carried out by masking on the
negated grades.
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E. Dual Forms
The last special function considered here is the
dimension-dependent dual-operator described earlier.
Taking the dual of a Clifford number X alters both the
structure in which the coefficients get their signs changed
in a grade-negation and the resulting product contribu-
tions when multiplied with the original number. Since
the dual results from multiplication by the dimension’s
unit pseudoscalars, these determinants will have an even
number of duals in them.
A 1–dimensional dual form can be written as
det[X ] = dual[Neg[X, {1}] dual[X ]] = e1(〚X〛1e1X)
(48)
A similar two dimensional dual form is
det[X ] = −dual[Neg[X, {2}] dual[X ]] (49)
= −e12(〚X〛2e12X)
These equations are simple extensions of Equation (16)
by multiplying by “1” in the form of the corresponding
pseudoscalars to the fourth power, e41 and e
4
12. Two of
the pseudoscalars gives an overall sign of ±1 based on Ta-
ble (VII), while another of pseudoscalars is then brought
in between the Clifford products, being sure to use Equa-
tion (8) in even dimensions.
After 2–dimensions, the dual forms become more in-
volved. A 3–dimensional example is
det[X ] = f
[
Neg[X, {1, 2}]dual[X ], {3}
]
(50)
= −〚X〛12 e123 X 〚〚X〛12e123X〛
Unlike 1 and 2–dimensions, the moving of the pse-
doscalar is not as trivial, since it is buried in a prod-
uct inside a grade-negation. Bringing a pseudoscalars
into a grade-negation of a Clifford number changes the
negated grades-{a, b, c, . . .} to the corresponding dual
grades-{−a,−b,−c, . . .} of the dual of the Clifford num-
ber.
e1...d〚X〛abc... = 〚e1...dX〛−a,−b,−c... (51)
Dual forms exist in all dimensions since they involve in-
serting even powers of the pseudoscalars. The dual forms
are not of as much importance here since the determinant
in 4–dimensions is of order 4. In higher dimensions, the
dual operator may be useful since the determinants will
be of order 8 and higher in the Clifford number, and the
pseudoscalars may not be as simply separated as in the
expressions here.
F. Special Cases
There are special cases which allow for a simplified ex-
pression for the determinants, both in product structure
and order. The main such equation involves grades-{0, 1}
and, commonly known by det[X ]=X∗Neg[X ], can be
written as,
det[X ] = f [X, {0}] = X〚X〛0 = a
2
1 + . . .+ a
2
d − a
2
0 (52)
adj[X ] = 〚X〛0 = −a0 + a1 + . . .+ ad (53)
The negation of the grade-zero element in Equa-
tion (52) rather than the grade-1 elements of Equa-
tion (16) is because it then matches the inner-product
of a vector space when the scalar part is zero, although
the determinant should never be confused as an inner-
product. The grades to negate in the previous sections’
equations were chosen to match the complex number re-
lation as discussed in Section (III B). The overall sign of
the adjugate must be chosen to be consistent with the de-
terminant, with the possible adjugates here being 〚X〛1
and 〚X〛0.
Equation (52) is the only general quadratic determi-
nant that works in Clifford algebras of all dimensions. In
4–dimensions, the determinant Equation (10) is equiv-
alent to the square of the grade-1 determinant, Equa-
tion (52); while the 5–dimensional determinant Equa-
tion (12) gives the grade-1 determinant raised to the
fourth power. The adjugates are likewise related. The
4–dimensional adjugate matches the grade-1 adjugate
Equation (53) times the grade-1 determinant, Equa-
tion (52); while the 5–dimensional adjugate matches the
grade-1 adjugate times the cube of the grade-1 determi-
nant.
The grades-{0, 1} determinant and adjugate equations
can be generalized to any scalar-(r-blade) Clifford num-
ber.
Theorem 14 For any scalar and r-blade, X=X0+Xr,
the determinant and adjugate can be written as the single
grade-negated self-product and the scalar negation,
det[X ] = f [X, {0}] = X〚X〛0 (54)
adj[X ] = 〚X〛0 (55)
Proof of Theorem (14): Plugging in scalarX0 and r-blade
Xr gives,
f [X0 +Xr, {0}] = (X0 +Xr)(−X0 +Xr) = −X
2
0 +X
2
r
Where the r-blade squared is a scalar since to be a blade,
it is related to a 1-blade by a basis element, Xr= e...X1.
This will square to a scalar. 
Since all 1-vectors, pseudovectors and pseudoscalars
in a given dimension are blades, this equation works
for all scalar-vector, scalar-pseudovector and scalar-
pseudoscalar pairs. For the special case of only an
r-blade, this simplifies to a simple squared determinant
X2, and an inverse of X−1=X/X2. Besides the 1-vector
and pseudoscalar cases, the scalar-(2-blade) case is the
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most important since this is the foundation of coordi-
nate transformations via a similarity transformation by
multivector S.
X ′ = S−1X S (56)
To be a similarity transformation, one usually requires
this to be grade preserving. Blades are the main class of
Clifford numbers that are grade preserving in a similarity
transformation. The only scalar-(r-blade) combinations
that are generally grade preserving in a similarity trans-
formation are the scalar-pseudoscalar in odd dimensions,
and the scalar-(2-blades) in any dimension.
There are even more obscure patterns of Clifford num-
bers that have quadratic determinant expressions. For
example, in 6–dimensions, linear combinations of the
three grades (a e1+ b e1234+ c e23456) squares to a posi-
tive number. When the grade structure is known, special
case determinants should be sought in order to simplify
determinant and inverse calculations.
The scalar-blade expressions are the most impor-
tant and most used of the special cases, however there
are other forms that reduce the levels of self-products.
In 5–dimensions, Clifford numbers of grades-{1, 2} or
grades-{0, 3, 4} have a two level determinant given by the
4–dimensional Equation (10b), but not Equation (10a).
On the other hand, 5–dimensional Clifford numbers of
grades-{1, 4} have a two level determinant given by
Equation (10a), but not Equation (10b). Addition-
ally, 5–dimensional Clifford numbers of grades-{0, 2, 4}
or grades-{1, 3} can use either of the 4–dimensional de-
terminant expressions.
These 5–dimensional order-reducing cases are of lit-
tle computational simplification for the determinant, as
they only eliminate the third grade-negated self-product
involving the scalar and pseudoscalar. However, there
will be a more significant simplification in the adjugate.
Also, all order-reducing expressions imply a reduction in
the number of zeros in the determinant of a Clifford func-
tion. This has consequences in the possible calculus of
residue extensions mentioned in Section (III C).
V. NON-DETERMINANT SCALAR-VALUED
PRODUCTS
Not all product expressions resulting in a scalar give
the determinant, i.e. the scalar matching the determi-
nant of the matrix representation of the Clifford number.
These extra product expressions are related to the de-
terminant by the pre-application of an additional grade-
negation operator to the Clifford number before plug-
ging into the determinant expression. In essence, these
correspond to taking the determinant of a different, but
related, Clifford number.?
A. Division of the Grade-Negations
The grade-negations that give the different scalars can
be grouped in sets of four operators forming a quotient
group, Nd/Nd, with the normal-subgroup Nd correspond-
ing to the determinant. This means that the 23 = 8
unique grade-negations in 3–dimensions give two sets of
four operators, so there are two possible scalars for a
given 3–dimensional Clifford number.
TABLE XI. Quotient-Group N3/N3
Subset-A Subset-B
Id n r rn
set-1 ( det): { X , 〚X〛13 ; 〚X〛23 , 〚X〛12 }
set-2 (non-det): { 〚X〛1 , 〚X〛3 ; 〚X〛123 , 〚X〛2 }
The normal-subgroup N1, given by set-1, corresponds
to the four operators for which the determinant is invari-
ant: Identity, Inversion, Reverse and Reverse-Inversion
(labeled Id, n, r, and rn, respectively). The invariance of
the determinant with respect to these four operators is
universal for all dimensions.
The main determinant expressions are those that have
an extractable adjugate. Choosing one of the adjugatable
3–dimensional determinant expressions, this then corre-
sponds to the identity operator in set-1 of Table (XI).
A pre-application on the Clifford number X by any of
the three additional operators in set-1 prior to plugging
into this determinant expression results in a different ex-
pression that gives the determinant value, but generally
does not have an extractable adjugate. However, if one
of these three altered expressions did happened to have
an extractable adjugate, the extra factor of X would be
on the opposite side of the altered expression compared
to the original adjugatable determinant. In essence, the
three altered expressions corresponds to taking the (ad-
jugatable) determinant of a different but related Clifford
number that happens to have the same determinant.
Being a quotient group, set-2 can be generated by the
composition of the first operator in set-2, here chosen to
be 〚X〛1, with each operator in set-1. A pre-application
of a set-2 operator on the Clifford numberX will result in
a scalar value that does not match the determinant of the
Clifford numberX . In essence, this corresponds to taking
the determinant of a different but related Clifford num-
ber that has a different determinant value. Any of the
operators from set-2 will result in the same scalar-value.
None of the set-2 augmented expressions will have an ex-
tractable adjugate, which is consistent with the unique-
ness of the determinant. In addition, applying two op-
erators from set-2 is equivalent to applying one operator
from set-1.
Since the order of grade-negation operators on a Clif-
ford number is not important, these two sets form an
abelian group under composition in association to the
pre-application of operators on the Clifford number prior
to plugging into a scalar-valued product-expression. This
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group is equivalent to the cyclic group C2.
TABLE XII. Product Table for N3/N3
Id 1
Id Id 1
1 1 Id
To further see what happens, consider the full 42 term
expansion of the 3–dimensional determinant,
det[X ] = a40 + a
4
1 + a
4
2 + a
4
3 + a
4
23 + a
4
13 + a
4
12 + a
4
123
−2a20a
2
1 − 2a
2
0a
2
2 − 2a
2
0a
2
3 + 2a
2
1a
2
2 + 2a
2
1a
2
3 + 2a
2
2a
2
3
+2a20a
2
12 + 2a
2
0a
2
13 + 2a
2
0a
2
23 + 2a
2
1a
2
23 − 2a
2
1a
2
13 − 2a
2
1a
2
12
−2a22a
2
12 + 2a
2
2a
2
13 − 2a
2
2a
2
23 − 2a
2
3a
2
23 − 2a
2
3a
2
13 + 2a
2
3a
2
12
+2a212a
2
13 + 2a
2
12a
2
23 + 2a
2
13a
2
23
−2a223a
2
123 − 2a
2
13a
2
123 − 2a
2
12a
2
123
+2a20a
2
123 + 2a
2
1a
2
123 + 2a
2
2a
2
123 + 2a
2
3a
2
123
−8a2a3a12a13 + 8a1a3a12a23 − 8a1a2a13a23
−8a0a1a23a123 + 8a0a2a13a123 − 8a0a3a12a123
All the terms of the 3–dimensional determinant are of
even-order in a grade’s coefficients except for the last
three, which are of order-one in the coefficients of each of
grades 0, 1, 2 and 3. The grade-negations in set-1 changes
the signs of an even number coefficients in these last three
terms. As a result, the sign of the last three terms will
remain unchanged, so the scalar value remains that of
the determinant. The grade-negations in set-2 changes
the sign of an odd number of these term’s coefficients,
resulting in a net sign change of these three terms and
thus results in a different scalar equaling the determinant
of an altered Clifford number.
As an example, consider the four 3–dimensional, ad-
jugatable, product determinants in Theorem (9). The
additional twelve determinant valued expressions from
the cyclic permutations can now be seen as arising from
the three grade-negation operators in set-1 being applied
to each of the four expressions in Theorem (9). This
also demonstrates the rare case where set-1 corresponds
to two adjugatable determinant expressions, one with a
factor of X on the left side and one with a factor on the
right. The sixteen non-determinant scalar-valued expres-
sions arising from cyclic permutations of the four Equa-
tions (28) arise from the operators of set-2 being applied
to determinant equations of Theorem (9).
In 2–dimensions, there are 22 = 4 unique grade-
negations, which gives one set of four operators. In
this case, the normal subgroup N2 is equivalent to the
the grade-negation group N2, since there are only the
four operators identity, inversion, reverse and reverse-
inversion.
This means that all 2–dimensional order-two Clifford
products that result in a scalar are a determinant ex-
pression. The four basic 2–dimensional determinants
are then inter-related by a pre-application of a grade-
negation from set-1. Starting with Equations (16) and
(25), the four determinant expressions are,
TABLE XIII. Quotient Group N2/N2
Subset-A Subset-B
Id n r rn
set-1 ( det): { X , 〚X〛1 ; 〚X〛2 , 〚X〛12 }
{X 〚X〛12 , 〚X〛1〚X〛2 , 〚X〛2〚X〛1 , 〚X〛12 X }
Two of these are adjugatable, while the other two can
be made adjugatable by pre-application of either 〚X〛1 or
〚X〛2. All other 2–dimensional determinant expressions
can be reduced to one of these four expressions.
In 4–dimensions, there are 24 = 16 unique grade-
negations that divide into 4 sets of four operators, as
given in Table (XIV). These correspond to the normal-
subgroup set-1 that does not change a scalar expressions
value, and the three corresponding cosets. This means
that a 4–dimensional Clifford number can be brought to
four different scalars by various fourth order product ex-
pressions.
TABLE XIV. Quotient Group N4/N4
Subset-A Subset-B
Id n r rn
set-1 ( det): { X , 〚X〛13 ; 〚X〛23 , 〚X〛12 }
set-2 (non-det): { 〚X〛1 , 〚X〛3 ; 〚X〛123 , 〚X〛2 }
set-3 (non-det): { 〚X〛4 , 〚X〛134 ; 〚X〛234 , 〚X〛124 }
set-4 (non-det): { 〚X〛14 , 〚X〛34 ; 〚X〛1234 , 〚X〛24 }
If a product expression results in a non-determinant
scalar, i.e. does not match the determinant from the ma-
trix representation, a pre-application of a grade-negation
from the scalar-expression’s set of grade-negation opera-
tors will result in a determinant expression. Application
of a grade-negation from set-1 will not change the expres-
sion’s scalar value, while application by a grade-negation
from any other set will change the expression to a differ-
ent set’s scalar value.
A 4–dimensional example can be seen in the relation
between Equation (10a), which is adjugatable, and Equa-
tion (30c), which is not adjugatable. These two are
related by the grade-negation operator 〚X〛12 of set-1.
A similar relation occurs between Equation (10b) and
Equation (30d), which are related by 〚X〛23 of set-1.
The full 196 term expansion of the 4–dimensional de-
terminant shows that the expansions corresponding to
set-2, set-3, and set-4 have sign changes in 24, 15 and
15 terms, respectively, when compared to the determi-
nant. For example, the 24 changed terms corresponding
to set-2 as compared to set-1, each have factors of coeffi-
cients of one each of grades 1, 2 and 3, along with either
the scalar coefficient (12 terms) or the pseudoscalar coef-
ficient (12 terms). Since set-2 involves an odd number of
non-scalar and non-pseudoscalar grade-negations, these
24 terms will have a net sign change when compared to
set-1. A similar comparison finds that set-2 and set-3,
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as well as set-2 and set-4, have differences in 15 terms,
while set-3 and set-4 have differences in 24 terms.
The four sets in Table (XIV) define a quotient-group in
association to pre-application of operators on the Clifford
number prior to plugging into a 4–dimensional determi-
nant expression. The identity element corresponds to
set-1. Each set is its own inverse. Any two non-identity
sets will result in the third non-identity set. This is iso-
morphic to the Klein four-group, as well as the group
C2×C2
TABLE XV. Product Table for N4/N4
Id 1 4 14
Id Id 1 4 14
1 1 Id 14 4
4 4 14 Id 1
14 14 4 1 Id
In 5–dimensions, there are 25 = 32 unique grade-
negations that divide into 8 sets of four operators, as
given in Table (XVI). These correspond to the normal-
subgroup set-1 and the corresponding seven cosets. This
means that the eighth-order product expressions result-
ing in a scalar will give one of 8 possible scalars for a
given 5–dimensional Clifford number.
TABLE XVI. Quotient Group N5/N5
Subset-A Subset-B
Id n r rn
set-1 ( det): { X , 〚X〛135 ; 〚X〛23 , 〚X〛125 }
set-2 (non-det): { 〚X〛1 , 〚X〛35 ; 〚X〛123 , 〚X〛25 }
set-3 (non-det): { 〚X〛2 , 〚X〛1235 ; 〚X〛3 , 〚X〛15 }
set-4 (non-det): { 〚X〛12 , 〚X〛235 ; 〚X〛13 , 〚X〛5 }
set-5 (non-det): { 〚X〛4 , 〚X〛1345 ; 〚X〛234 , 〚X〛1245 }
set-6 (non-det): { 〚X〛14 , 〚X〛345 ; 〚X〛1234 , 〚X〛245 }
set-7 (non-det): { 〚X〛24 , 〚X〛12345 ; 〚X〛34 , 〚X〛145 }
set-8 (non-det): { 〚X〛124 , 〚X〛2345 ; 〚X〛134 , 〚X〛45 }
In 3 and 4–dimensions, the normal-subgroups, labeled
as set-1, are the same since the reverse and inversion op-
erators do not negate grade-4. However, the inversion op-
erator in 5–dimensions does include a grade-5 negation,
so the elements in the normal-subgroup set-1 change.
The cosets reshuffle as the reverse and inversion oper-
ators of the normal subgroup shift from dimension to
dimension. The representational element for each coset,
as well as the order presented were chosen to mimic the
index structure of the Clifford basis elements.
The eight sets in Table (XVI) define an abelian group
in association to pre-application of operators on the Clif-
ford number prior to plugging into a 5–dimensional de-
terminant expression. The identity set corresponds to
set-1, and each set is its own inverse.
Since a 6–dimensional manipulated Clifford product
determinant was not found, a further extension of this
pattern to 6–dimensions requires using an 8×8-matrix
representation. The 26 = 64 unique grade-negations give
TABLE XVII. Product Table for N5/N5
Id 1 2 12 4 14 24 124
Id Id 1 2 12 4 14 24 124
1 1 Id 12 2 14 4 124 24
2 2 12 Id 1 24 124 4 14
12 12 2 1 Id 124 24 14 4
4 4 14 24 124 Id 1 2 12
14 14 4 124 24 1 Id 12 2
24 24 124 4 14 2 12 Id 1
124 124 24 14 4 12 2 1 Id
16 sets of four grade-negation operators, corresponding
to 16 different scalar results with the normal-subgroup
corresponding to the determinant. The reverse operator
picks up an additional grade-6 negation compared to that
of 5–dimensions, giving a change in two of the operators
in set-1.
The structure of the indices in the first representatives
of each of the 16 sets were chosen to match those of
the 4–dimensional Clifford algebra. Like in the previ-
ous dimensions, the product table of the 6–dimensional
quotient-group N6/N6, Table (XIX), matches that of the
previous 5–dimensional Clifford product table without
the signs (since the quotient groups are abelian).
The special case determinants follow a similar pat-
tern, with a subset of the grade-negations depending on
the grades and structure of the Clifford number work-
ing with. Special case expressions of order two will al-
ways result in a determinant, and if it is not immediately
adjugatable, can be made so by an appropriate grade-
negation.
B. Product Structures
The inverse expressions presented here are based on
a manipulated Clifford product structure. Since Clifford
algebras are inherently independent of the representation
used in a calculation, the fundamental equations should
also be representation independent. Of all the opera-
tors that can manipulate a Clifford number, the main
representation independent operators can be written as
combinations of two operator classes.
The first is the dimension dependent dual operator,
since the unit pseudoscalar is inherently coordinate in-
dependent. The limitation on the dual’s generality is
in even dimensions, where one must distinguish between
the left-dual and the right-dual with respect to the odd-
graded r-vector parts. Since an even number of e1...d will
be in a determinant expression, the simplicity of the sep-
aration of the e1...d will determine the dual’s importance
in any possible higher dimensional determinant expres-
sions.
The second class of representation independent opera-
tors is the set of 2d unique grade-negations. The grade-
negation operator is the foundation for all the manipu-
lated product expressions that can lead to a determinant.
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TABLE XVIII. Quotient Group N6/N6
Subset-A Subset-B Subset-A Subset-B
Id n r rn Id n r rn
set-1 : { X , 〚X〛135 ; 〚X〛236 , 〚X〛1256 } set-a : { 〚X〛4 , 〚X〛1345 ; 〚X〛2346 , 〚X〛12456 }
set-2 : { 〚X〛1 , 〚X〛35 ; 〚X〛1236 , 〚X〛256 } set-b : { 〚X〛14 , 〚X〛345 ; 〚X〛12346 , 〚X〛2456 }
set-3 : { 〚X〛2 , 〚X〛1235 ; 〚X〛36 , 〚X〛156 } set-c : { 〚X〛24 , 〚X〛12345 ; 〚X〛346 , 〚X〛1456 }
set-4 : { 〚X〛12 , 〚X〛235 ; 〚X〛136 , 〚X〛56 } set-d : { 〚X〛124 , 〚X〛2345 ; 〚X〛1346 , 〚X〛456 }
set-5 : { 〚X〛3 , 〚X〛15 ; 〚X〛26 , 〚X〛12356 } set-e : { 〚X〛34 , 〚X〛145 ; 〚X〛246 , 〚X〛123456 }
set-6 : { 〚X〛13 , 〚X〛5 ; 〚X〛126 , 〚X〛2356 } set-f : { 〚X〛134 , 〚X〛45 ; 〚X〛1246 , 〚X〛23456 }
set-7 : { 〚X〛23 , 〚X〛125 ; 〚X〛6 , 〚X〛1356 } set-g : { 〚X〛234 , 〚X〛1245 ; 〚X〛46 , 〚X〛13456 }
set-8 : { 〚X〛123 , 〚X〛25 ; 〚X〛16 , 〚X〛356 } set-h : { 〚X〛1234 , 〚X〛245 ; 〚X〛146 , 〚X〛3456 }
TABLE XIX. Product Table for N6/N6
Id 1 2 12 3 13 23 123 4 14 24 124 34 134 234 1234
Id Id 1 2 12 3 13 23 123 4 14 24 124 34 134 234 1234
1 1 Id 12 2 13 3 123 23 14 4 124 24 134 34 1234 234
2 2 12 Id 1 23 123 3 13 24 124 4 14 234 1234 34 134
12 12 2 1 Id 123 23 13 3 124 24 14 4 1234 234 134 34
3 3 13 23 123 Id 1 2 12 34 134 234 1234 4 14 24 124
13 13 3 123 23 1 Id 12 2 134 34 1234 234 14 4 124 24
23 23 123 3 13 2 12 Id 1 234 1234 34 134 24 124 4 14
123 123 23 13 3 12 2 1 Id 1234 234 134 34 124 24 14 4
4 4 14 24 124 34 134 234 1234 Id 1 2 12 3 13 23 123
14 14 4 124 24 134 34 1234 234 1 Id 12 2 13 3 123 23
24 24 124 4 14 234 1234 34 134 2 12 Id 1 23 123 3 13
124 124 24 14 4 1234 234 134 34 12 2 1 Id 123 23 13 3
34 34 134 234 1234 4 14 24 124 3 13 23 123 Id 1 2 12
134 134 34 1234 234 14 4 124 24 13 3 123 23 1 Id 12 2
234 234 1234 34 134 24 124 4 14 23 123 3 13 2 12 Id 1
1234 1234 234 134 34 124 24 14 4 123 23 13 3 12 2 1 Id
Since the base order of the 6–dimensional determinant is
8, and of the 7–dimensional determinant is 16, the possi-
ble structures and layers of grade-negations in all the pos-
sible candidate determinants for 6–dimensions and higher
is quite extensive.
Because the reverse and inversion operators have
further symmetries with respect to the general Clif-
ford product, A ∗B, there is additional structure given
in the quotient group tables of Section (VA). With
a pre-application of the inversion operator, the prod-
uct 〚A〛 ∗ 〚B〛 has the same even-graded components as
A ∗B, but the odd-graded components have opposite
signs. Pre-application of the reverse operator, A˜ ∗ B˜, will
give a different product (aside from the scalar part which
is necessarily the same). The reverse-inversion operator
has a similar relation to the inversion operator as the
inversion has with the plain product. This pairing of op-
erators, identity with inversion and reverse with reverse-
inversion, also extends to the cosets of the quotient-group
and is the reason for the “Subset-1” and “Subset-2” la-
bels.
C. The Adjugatable Determinant
In general, the grade-negated self-product determi-
nants only have one adjugatable determinant expression,
up to reversion. All other expressions corresponding
to pre-application by a grade-negation operator can be
considered as adjugatable determinant expressions for a
different, but related Clifford number. As seen in Sec-
tion (VA), the full set of possible grade-negation oper-
ators break into abelian groups. This general structure
allows for some important results.
Corollary 2 If a scalar-valued product expression has a
leading or following factor of the Clifford number, then
it is a determinant expression.
This is a result of the uniqueness of the determinant
and adjugate. This means that all non-determinant
scalar-valued expressions will not give an adjugate be-
cause these expressions will not have a leading or follow-
ing factor of the Clifford number X .
This leaves only the non-adjugatable scalar-valued
product expressions. The group structure of the grade-
negation operators with respect to the scalar-valued
product expressions discussed in Section (VA) suggest
two possible general proposition.
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Proposition 1 If a determinant valued manipulated
Clifford product expression is not adjugatable, it can
be made so by the pre-application of a specific grade-
negation operator from the normal-subgroup Nd corre-
sponding to set-1.
To prove this requires a general statement of all possi-
ble manipulated product determinant expressions. How-
ever, for the grade-negated product expressions, it ap-
pears that all non-adjugatable determinant expressions
can be made adjugatable by an additional application of
a grade-negation from set-1 prior to plugging in, along
with the simplification and removal of any unnecessary
grade-negations of non-present grades.
Section (VA) is also suggestive that a similar property
holds for non-determinant scalar-valued expressions.
Proposition 2 If a scalar-valued Clifford product ex-
pression has a non-determinant value, it can be made
to have a determinant value by the pre-application of a
grade-negation operator from the expression’s correspond-
ing coset of the quotient-group Nd/Nd.
If true, these two propositions combine to give a fun-
damental result.
Proposition 3 (Adjugate Postulate) Any Clifford
product expression that results in a scalar can be made
into an adjugatable determinant expression by the pre-
application of prudently selected grade-negation operator.
The ultimate proof of these propositions requires a
complete classification of the possible scalar-valued ex-
pressions, especially the adjugatable expressions. So far,
this proposed Adjugate Postulate is reasonably certain
for the zero-dimensional determinant of order 1, and the
second-order one and two dimensions.
For 3 and 4–dimensions, the possible fourth order
grade-negated structures are
〚X〛j...〚O(X
3)〛j... (57)
〚O(X3)〛j...〚X〛j... (58)
〚〚X〛a..〚X〛b..〛i..〚〚X〛c...〚X〛d...〛j.. (59)
The first two expressions have a lone grade-negation
which can easily be undone to make an adjugatable ex-
pression. The third expression requires an identity in or-
der to separate one of the grade-negated pairs. A search
of 3 and 4–dimensional scalar-valued expressions of the
Structure (59) showed that either grade-negations {i . . .}
of the first factor or {j . . .} of the second factor will corre-
spond to the reverse, inversion or reverse-inversion oper-
ator. Using the product rules for these operators, Equa-
tions (33), (35) or (37), this grade-negation of a product
can be changed to a product of grade-negations. Pre-
applying the resulting outlying grade-negation will then
finish changing the expression into an adjugatable deter-
minant.
This shows the basic method of converting a non-
adjugatable scalar-valued product expression to an ad-
jugatable determinant expression by one pre-application
of a grade-negation, along with some simplification us-
ing grade-negation identities and removal of unnecessary
grade negations of non-present grades. Since the reverse,
inversion and reverse-inversion operators are the only
grade-negations operators that satisfy a product rule, the
5–dimensional versions are expected to be critical in con-
verting a 5–dimensional scalar valued expression into an
adjugatable determinant expression. However, because
the 5–dimensional scalar expressions are of order eight,
the classification is more involved, and has not been fin-
ished due to the large number of structures needed for
this brute force method of verification.
VI. PROPERTIES
These determinant, adjugate and inverse equations
satisfy their corresponding matrix relations.
inv[AB] = inv[B] inv[A] (60)
adj[AB] = adj[B] adj[A] (61)
det[AB] = det[A] det[B] (62)
inv[inv[A]] = A (63)
det[inv[A]] = (det[A])−1 (64)
The reverse operator Equation (32) also satisfies,
inv[Rev[X ]] = Rev[inv[X ]] (65)
adj[Rev[X ]] = Rev[adj[X ]] (66)
det[Rev[X ]] = Rev[det[X ]] = det[X ] (67)
The inversion operator and the reverse-inversion op-
erator, Equations (34) and (36), also satisfy these three
equations. These are the only grade-negation operators
that satisfy these equations. This is related to these three
operators, along with the identity operator, being the
four elements of the normal-subgroups of each dimension,
as discussed in Section (VA).
The dual operator is dimension dependent and does
not necessarily commute with the inverse, adjugate or de-
terminant operator. Using the determinant product rule,
Equation (62), and the determinant of the pseudoscalar,
the determinant operator and dual operator commute in
all but 1–dimension, where the dual swaps the scalar and
pseudoscalar and introduces a net sign.
1 dimension : det[dual[A]] = −det[A] (68)
0,2,3,4,5 dimensions: det[dual[A]] = det[A] (69)
For the inverse operator, commuting with the dual op-
erator requires using the product rule, Equations (60),
and for even dimensions, also using the pseudoscalar com-
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mutation Equation (8).
1d: inv[dual[A]] = dual[X−1] (70a)
2d: inv[dual[A]] = −dual[〚X−1〛1 ] (70b)
3d: inv[dual[A]] = −dual[X−1] (70c)
4d: inv[dual[A]] = dual[〚X−1〛13] (70d)
5d: inv[dual[A]] = dual[X−1] (70e)
The commutation of the adjugate and dual operators
are similar to those of the inverse, except in 1–dimension
there is an additional sign from the determinant Equa-
tion (68).
The determinant of a matrix is invariant under
the Gauss-Jordan elimination method of adding one
row/column to another another row/column. The Gauss-
Jordan method applied to the matrix representations of
a Clifford number results in a new Clifford number with
the same determinant value. Since each row/column of
a Clifford basis matrix representation has one non-zero
element from each basis, adding one row to another will
generally alter all Clifford number components. The G3
and G4 representation by 4×4 matrices means each com-
ponent will pick up a scaled 1/4 of four different compo-
nents. In 5–dimensions, the 8×8 matrix representation
means each component picks up a scaled 1/8 of eight dif-
ferent components. Which components are picked up by
which depend on the symmetries of the basis in the ma-
trix representation used, as well as which rows/columns
are used.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents inverse equations for three, four
and five dimensional Clifford algebras. The inverse ex-
pressions rely on finding a determinant and an adjugate
expression. A determinant refers to any manipulated
Clifford product expression that results in a scalar with a
value matching the determinant of the matrix represen-
tation. The adjugate is extracted from an adjugatable
determinant expression by removing the outlining factor
of the Clifford number.
Breaking the Clifford product into its basic grade-
specific terms, and using the grade-negation operator,
a semi-recursive grade-negated self-product structure is
given for determinants of up to 5–dimensions. After a
complete search, it is found there are no 6–dimensional
semi-recursive grade-negated self-product determinants
of order eight in the coefficients. Since G6 can be rep-
resented by a set of sixty-four 8×8-matrices, a different
eighth order determinant expression using the Clifford
product should exist.
The negated-dual structure is introduced to demon-
strate the relation between certain even-dimensional de-
terminants and the subsequent odd-dimensional deter-
minants via a complex number structure using the pseu-
doscalar. The grade-negated self-product determinants
that are not consistent with the negated-dual struc-
ture had specific grades that cancelled due to the semi-
recursive inputs to the self-products, as seen in the self-
product tables.
Several additional determinant expressions are given
for dimensions one to five. The determinant and adjugate
expressions for a given dimension give the same value up
to an overall sign, so care must be taken to match the
adjugate’s net sign with that of the determinant. The
simplest method to ensure this is to extract the adjugate
from the determinant used.
Some of the additional determinant expressions are not
of the semi-recursive self-product structure while others
do not have an obviously extractable adjugate. All of the
grades, except the scalar, are negated at some point in
each of the expressions presented here. The grade-zero
negation of the scalar is rarely chosen as the negated
grade due to the complex number structure discussed.
Not all scalar-valued product expressions result in the
determinant of the input Clifford number, but rather
some correspond to the determinant of a different but
related Clifford number. It is found that those product
expressions that do not result in the determinant value
will not have an extractable adjugate.
The determinant is invariant under the the pre-
application of three grade-negation operators associated
with reverse, inversion and reverse-inversion operators.
Along with the identity operator, these form a four-
element normal subgroup of the grade-negation opera-
tors. This normal subgroup divides the non-scalar grade-
negation operators into a quotient group Nd/Nd with
(2d/4) sets of four operators each.
Each set of the quotient-group corresponds to taking
the determinant expression to a different scalar value.
This means that in 2–dimensions and above, a scalar-
valued Clifford product expression can take a Clifford
number to one of (2d/4) possible scalar-values, with those
that result in the determinant value being a determinant
expression.
For a non-determinant scalar valued Clifford product
expression, prudent selections of grade-negation opera-
tors from one of the quotient group’s cosets, pre-applied
to the Clifford number, will result in a product expres-
sion that gives the determinant. Additionally, one of the
grade-negation operators in the set will lead to an ad-
jugatable determinant expression, although some addi-
tional simplification may be needed to make it adjugat-
able.
The symmetry of the semi-recursive grade-negated self-
product determinant expressions, and the partial symme-
tries of the corresponding adjugates allow for computa-
tional simplification due to several grades canceling in
the products. The grade-negated self-product determi-
nants are the most efficient of the determinant expres-
sions. By selective indexing of the Clifford products us-
ing the known contributing products demonstrated in the
product Tables (IV) and (V), further computational sim-
plification can be achieved in the four and five dimen-
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sions. Selective indexing also eliminates floating point
errors giving non-zero values to the products that are
known to cancel and are zero.
When working with a known grade and/or blade struc-
ture, special case determinants and their corresponding
adjugates allow for greater computational simplification
compared to the full dimensional expressions. These spe-
cial case determinants and their corresponding adjugates
are related to the dimension’s full expressions by a fac-
tor of the special case determinant raised to the power
needed to get the same order in the coefficients.
The main and most efficient adjugatable determinants
are given by the one and two dimensional determinant
in Theorem (4), the three and four dimensional determi-
nants in Theorem (1), the five dimensional determinant
in Theorem (2) and the scalar-(r-blade) determinant of
Theorem (14).
These determinant, adjugate and inverse expressions
are some of the final structures needed to make computa-
tions self-contained within the Clifford product structure
without needing to go to a matrix representation.
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